To: The Medical Student Community  
From: Larner Medical Student Council  
Re: Announcing Newly Launched Medical Student Feedback Form  
Date: June 5, 2020  

Hello Medical Students,  

We hope you and your families are all staying happy and healthy amidst the pandemic.  

In response to feedback your student leadership received from the greater student body, the Medical Student Council, the Office of Medical Communications and the Office of Medical Student Education developed a platform to provide ongoing, anonymous constructive corrective and/or reinforcing feedback. We are thrilled to announce the launch of the UVMLarnerMed Medical Student Feedback Form (if you have trouble accessing the link, we’ve provided it below). The idea stemmed from working with our fellow student leaders exploring ways to improve communications within our class, between student leadership groups, and with our administration. We brainstormed various options, and felt that this anonymous feedback form could be a valuable outlet for students to voice concerns, present ideas, and have questions answered.  

In the form, we provide space for students to share their name and email if they wish to receive further correspondence about their inquiry. There is also a drop-down menu for students to direct their question to a specific office or student leadership committee. All responses will be viewed by the Medical Student Council, and Student Council will then direct the content to the appropriate party and facilitate any reporting back to individuals and/or the community.  

Moving forward, the form will continue to be available to students on the Student Leadership Opportunities Webpage and any future Online Version of the WeeklyWire (under the Resources lists). We hope this provides a place where students feel comfortable sharing their ideas and if anyone has any questions at all, please let us know.  

We hope this provides a place where students feel comfortable sharing their ideas and if anyone has any questions at all, please let us know.  

All our best,  
UVMLarnerMed Medical Student Council  
The Office of Medical Communications  
The Office of Medical Student Education  

Having trouble accessing the survey link?  
Copy and paste the following into your browser: https://survey.uvm.edu/index.php/199536?lang=en